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Best selling author of over 50 books, retired cop Loren W. Christensen asked men and women in

uniformâ€”police officers, sheriff deputies, SWAT, command, correction officers, and MPsâ€”to

convey their experiences with the paranormal. These are veteran officers that have been there and

done that, but on one occasion they were confronted with the unexplained ...Here are some of the

stories told within: Close Encounters of the Second KindVanished TrappedEyesDead Man

WalkingDead Man's CaneA Touch of ThanksThe SnitchThe WarningThe LightThe CoupleWrong

NumberGhost PrisonerTower 7Hospital MorgueCoffee and CupsThe StabberThe Faceless

MannequinWhite EagleThe Man in the WindowStrange PlaceForest Lawn CemeteryScratchesA

Sign in Twisted MetalHe Pulled The Trigger Four Times
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So when I first heard that Loren "martial arts author" Christensen was putting out a book about

ghosts and UFOs and whatnot, it was a definite, "wait... what?" moment. What I've always enjoyed

about Christensen's books are his ability to take very complex concepts (such as martial arts,



meditation, nutrition) and filter them into a simple and understandable concept. No fluff and, more

importantly, no mysticism. So this one kind of came out of blue.All that said, if you are a fan of

Christensen's other books, trust me and check this one out. Christensen takes his vast law

enforcement experience, gathers a team of folks with similar experience, and presents a collection

of stories that will both interest you and possibly even creep the daylights out of you. This is a side

of the law enforcement world you have never seen, heard of, and most likely have never even

considered.Even if you, like me, are a skeptic of ghosts and aliens and everything related, give this

a try. At worst you will be very entertained. And, who knows, maybe it will make you wonder if there

really is something lurking in the dark...

Best book I've read on the subject. Fascinating and sometimes chilling, there is enough variety here

to hook people of every interest. I really liked the UFO story and the stories about people vanishing

in front of the officers.

Anyone who has stared into the night knows that it stares back. Anyone who has spend time

dealing edges of humanity knows there are things beyond the edge. And like so many other things

from life out in the extremes, you can't talk about it with 'normal people.' People who live deep in the

safety of secular and modern life seldom have these kinds of experiences.

Having worked with law enforcement for 19 years, I really enjoyed the stories. Some of our officers

saw and heard some strange things while on the road. Additionally, the old Police Department was

haunted. I was in the dispatch office late one night with one of the other girls. We heard the back

door open and the distinct sound of footsteps and creaking leather gear that the officers wore. We

expected one of the guys was trying to scare us, but nothing happened. It was a small building and I

went back to see who had come in but there was no one there. That was the only experience I had,

but the dispatchers often spoke about our phantom.

It shipped as expected. The stories are short, and would serve to create interest in someone who

has not had any reading experience in this field. The stories are not exciting but promote thoughtful

consideration. Each story leaves the reader with a question in his/her mind as to whether this was

real or illusion.

Well written. I didn't think this would be readable at first when I realized it was being told in first



person format and from police/military accounts. I found it unbelievable that any law enforcement

person would publish anything true. or . all these stories would be allowed to be printed by the

powers that be in the current state of political (keep the rabble in the dark secrecy is #1 priority)

environment we live in today. Refreshing, to think there are still some honest, or very convincing

make believe authorities. No insult meant towards the author. It is a good compilation, written so it

held my interest and gives a few goosebumps too! I love the UFO accounts, especially the ones

from the Keys base. The subject of the animal mutilation has been going on for many decades, way,

way, back, as long as I can remember, is a true unexplained mystery. No definite answer from

anyone there. Another big cover up in my conspiracy theory. Overall, and including the religious

inclusions stories it is very entertaining and I would recommend this book, it is a Good Read. Thank

you for your bravery and sharing Mr. Christensen.

As an open-minded skeptic/analyst/sensitive, I really enjoyed this book. It was credible, adequately

written and edited, and some of the incidents related were almost identical to some of my own

paranormal experiences. It was a fun and strangely comforting read. It doesn't offer excuses or

dismiss these personal stories; rather, it respects the officers' courage to share them and honors the

officers' truth. As a window into real life paranormal events, I can easily recommend this book.

Great compilation of stories with great intros from Loren. I especially liked the personal stories

added by the author. If you are into law enforcement, ghosts, UFOs, this is a great book.
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